Pricing-based distributed spectrum access for cognitive radio networks with geolocation database
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Abstract: A pricing-based distributed spectrum access technique for cognitive radio (CR) networks which adopt the geolocation database (GD) is proposed. The GD contains which frequency bands are occupied by the primary system in a particular location. Given that multiple CR systems may attempt to transmit data over the same frequency band when the GD is used, the achievable rate of the CR systems becomes deteriorated due to interference. In the proposed technique, each (secondary) CR system determines whether it utilises vacant frequency bands by considering the cost of using them, which is calculated by taking into account the interference. The authors analyse the behaviour of the CR systems based on game theory. In particular, it is shown that the sum capacity of CR systems is maximised when the number of utilised bands is proportional to the relative channel gain with respect to the average channel gain at each CR system. In addition, the authors obtain the optimal cost for the vacant bands, which achieves the maximum sum capacity of CR systems. Finally, it is shown that the sum capacity of the (secondary) CR systems is significantly improved via proper pricing policy on the vacant frequency bands through extensive computer simulations.

1 Introduction

Cognitive radio (CR) technology has been proposed to efficiently utilise unused spectrum [1]. In CR technology, the wireless system uses a vacant band, that is not in use by a primary user (PU) who has the right to it, for data transmission, provided that its use does not interrupt the PU [2]. One of the most important characteristics of CR technology is that the wireless system finds a vacant band adaptively, so the technology used to detect vacant bands is important [3].

In general, two approaches have been considered for detecting vacant bands: (i) geolocation database (GD) and (ii) spectrum sensing (SS) [3–6]. In GD techniques, a CR system finds vacant bands by using the GD that contains location and the spectrum usage information of primary users (PUs) [4, 6]. In SS techniques, on the other hand, a CR system finds the status of the bands through sensing the spectrum [2, 7]. The spectrum allocation or access technique has not been much investigated in the GD-based CR networks, while the spectrum allocation has been extensively studied for the SS-based CR networks [8, 9]. Proper spectrum management including spectrum access and allocation is also crucial for achieving better performance in the GD-based CR networks. Especially, decentralised spectrum management techniques will be more required for practical applications.

In this paper, we propose a pricing-based distributed spectrum access technique for GD-based CR networks. Unlike existing pricing schemes where the amount of payment by a CR system is determined based on its channel and interference conditions [10], the price of the vacant bands is determined according to the number of bands being used by the CR system. A single price is applied for all CR systems and thus the proposed pricing technique is easy to implement in practice. In particular, the behaviour of CR systems is investigated by using a non-cooperative game model. It can be easily shown that the CR systems use as many bands as possible if they are not being charged for using bands. However, excess inter-system interference may deteriorate the overall system capacity. Thus, we also analyse the optimal number of bands that are used by each CR system, which maximises the overall capacity of the CR systems. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed technique is the first distributed pricing-based spectrum access technique in the GD-based CR networks.

2 System model

We consider the multi-band CR environment. The system model is described in the following sections.

2.1 CR system model

We assume that there are M vacant bands whose bandwidth is W. We also assume that |Ω| is the set of CR systems where |Ω| = N. These CR systems are distributed randomly and uniformly over an area A. The transmission power of each CR system is limited to P₁. Therefore, when the CR system uses multiple bands simultaneously, we assume that the transmission power is divided equally and allocated to each band, e.g. if the CR system uses m bands, the transmission power allocated to each band becomes (P₁/m).

We assume that the channel gain of the lth CR system due to path loss is Gᵢ. We also assume that the fast fading of the lth channel of the lth CR system is hᵢ, which is modelled as circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) [11]. Moreover, we consider additive white Gaussian noise whose power is NₒW. The CR systems concerned are non-cooperative and try to maximise their own utilities only, i.e. they are not interested in maximising the overall capacity of whole CR systems. When multiple CR systems use the same band, they interfere with each other and this inter-system interference will greatly affect the channel capacity of CR systems.

2.2 Operation of A geolocation database

A GD has a complete set of information on vacant bands. It can also enable CR systems to use vacant bands by providing information on vacant bands. To use the vacant bands, each CR system needs to send a request to the GD. In the request, individual CR systems have to indicate the number of bands that they want to use. We assume that the number of bands requested by the lth CR
system is \( k_i \). After receiving those requests, the database assigns a set of bands, \( \mathcal{X} \), whose cardinality is \( k_i \), i.e. \( |\mathcal{X}| = k_i \), to the \( i \)th CR system. \( \mathcal{X} \) is randomly selected by the database from the whole set of vacant bands (The selection of bands in \( \mathcal{X} \) can be optimised for further improvement of the overall capacity. However, to do so, the complete channel information of all CR systems including interference channels has to be known to the GD and a complex integer programming has to be solved. Therefore, in practice, it will be hard for the database to allocate specific set of bands optimally to the CR system). If \( k_i > M \), all the available bands are assigned to the CR system. Note that bands can be shared by multiple CR systems such that it is possible to have \( \mathcal{X}_l \cap \mathcal{X}_i \neq \emptyset \) for \( l \neq i \).

CR systems have to pay for using vacant bands. We consider a simple linear pricing scheme in which the amount of payment by a CR system is proportional to the number of bands utilised by the CR system. Let the unit price of one band be \( c \). Then, the amount of payment by the \( i \)th CR system for using \( k_i \) bands becomes \( c k_i \). Given that the CR system has to pay for utilising bands, it carefully chooses how many bands to use, which is \( k_i \), based on the expected capacity that can be achieved in the bands. Therefore, the CR system needs to estimate the expected capacity in order to be able to achieve by using bands and to do so, the amount of interference in the bands has to be known to the CR system. To facilitate the calculation of the capacity, we assume that the database broadcasts the average value of inverse of interference and noise to CR systems (Herein, the average value of inverse of interference and noise is used, because using the average value of interference and noise might result in wrong estimation of capacity due to the cases in which interference and noise are significant. For example, we can consider the case in which both the signal power and bandwidth of a CR system is 1, and the sum of noise and interference of the CR system is 1 with probability 0.99 and it is 10,000 with probability 0.01. In this case, the expected capacity is 0.99 bits/s. Moreover, the average value of interference and noise is 100.99 while the average value of interference and noise is 0.99. If the average value of interference and noise is used, the estimated capacity becomes 0.01 bits/s while if the average value of interference and noise is used, the estimated capacity becomes 0.99 bits/s, which is identical with the actual expected capacity. Therefore, the use of inverse of interference and noise can be justified from this example.), which we denote as \( F_{\text{avg}}^{i} \), and the CR system calculates the expected capacity by using this information.

3 Game formulation and channel capacity of CR systems

In this section, we model the behaviour of CR systems in determining the number of bands to be used, by using a game theory. We also derive the overall channel capacity of CR systems and find the number of bands that each CR system has to use for the maximisation of the overall capacity of whole CR systems.

3.1 Game formulation

We formulate the behaviour of CR systems as a non-cooperative game because each CR system is rational and only concerns its utility. The game model is formulated as follows:

- **Players**: CR systems.

- **Strategy**: The strategy of \( i \)th CR system is adjusting \( k_i \), which is the number of bands to be used. In the analysis, we assume that \( k_i \) is a non-negative real number, i.e. \( k_i \in \mathbb{R}^+ \cup \{0\} \); however, in practice, \( k_i \) has to be a non-negative integer value, i.e. \( k_i \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \cup \{0\} \). To solve this problem, an integer value which is the closest to \( k_i \) can be used. Moreover, we use \( k_i \) to denote the vector of number of bands used by all CR systems except the \( i \)th CR system.

- **Payoff**: The payoff of \( i \)th CR system, which we denote as \( V_i \), is the expected capacity minus cost (Our payoff formulation is similar to that used in [12] in which the cost is the function of transmit power.) to use \( k_i \) bands, where the cost is \( ck_i \). The expected capacity of \( i \)th CR system is written as

\[
E \sum_{l \in \mathcal{X}} \log \left( 1 + \frac{G_{l}^{i} P_{l}^{i}}{N_{l}^{i} + I_{l}^{i} + I_{k,l}^{i} + N_{l}^{i} + I_{l}^{i}} \right)
\]

(1)

where \( I_{l,k}^{i} \) is the amount of interference caused by the other CR systems in band \( i \). As we have stated in our system model, each CR system will use \( F_{\text{avg}}^{i} \), which is informed by a GD, instead of \( (1/N_{l}^{i} + I_{l}^{i} + I_{k,l}^{i}) \) in calculating expected capacity. Moreover, \( h_{l,i} \) is CSGC independent and identically distributed. Then, \( V_i \) is shown as (see (2)) where \( E_z(x) = \int_x^\infty (e^{-z/u})du \) [6].

Then, the Nash equilibrium of the considered game, which we denote as \( k^* \), is found from the derivative of (2) and it can be found by solving

\[
W_k \frac{e^{\frac{k}{G_{l}^{i} P_{l}^{i}}}}{2} E_{z} \left( \frac{k}{G_{l}^{i} P_{l}^{i}} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{k}{G_{l}^{i} P_{l}^{i}} \right)^{-1} = c \log 2.
\]

(3)

By letting \( c = 0 \), we can examine the behaviour of CR systems when bands are used for free. Let \( U_i \) be the payoff \( i \)th CR system when \( c = 0 \), which is represented as

\[
U_i = W_k \frac{e^{\frac{k}{G_{l}^{i} P_{l}^{i}}}}{2} E_{z} \left( \frac{k}{G_{l}^{i} P_{l}^{i}} \right).
\]

(4)

From the following proposition, it can be shown that \( U_i \) is an increasing function of \( k_i \).

**Proposition 1**: \( U_i \) is an increasing function of \( k_i \) for non-negative \( k_i \), i.e. \( \partial U_i / \partial k_i > 0 \).

**Proof**: \( \partial U_i / \partial k_i \) is calculated as (see (5)) We can find that \( e^{\frac{k}{G_{l}^{i} P_{l}^{i}}(1 + z)} > 1 \) for all \( z \geq 0 \) and accordingly \( \partial U_i / \partial k_i > 0 \) for all \( k_i \geq 0 \). Therefore, \( U_i \) is an increasing function for all non-negative \( k_i \).

**Remark 1**: Proposition 1 shows that each CR system uses as many bands as possible when it is not being charged for utilising bands, i.e. \( c = 0 \). Therefore, we can expect that without pricing of band,
inter-system interference can become severe and the capacity of CR systems can seriously be deteriorated due to this excess inter-system interference.

3.2 Overall channel capacity of CR systems

Now, we derive the overall channel capacity of CR systems and find the optimal number of bands to be allocated to each CR system for the maximisation of the overall capacity. Here, we assume that the amount of interference in each band is a function of the average number of bands used by individual CR systems (It is also possible to take into account more accurate interference formulation, e.g. $I_1(k_i)$. However, in this case, the problem becomes too complicated to analyse and it will be hard to get any meaningful insights from it.). Let $f_{\text{cr}}(k)$ be the inverse of interference and noise in each band where $k$ is the average value of $k_i$, i.e. $k = (1/N) \sum_k k_i$. Then, by using the derivation in (2), it is easy to show that the expected capacity of whole CR systems becomes

$$
\sum_{j \in J} \frac{W_k}{\log 2} \left[ \frac{\delta_{jO} G_{jO} f_{\text{cr}}(k) }{G_{jO}} \right] E \left[ \frac{k_i}{G_{jO} f_{\text{cr}}(k)} \right].
$$

Let $k_{SO}$ be the optimal number of bands of $j$th CR system to maximise the overall capacity. From the derivation of (6), it can be shown that $k_{SO}$ has to satisfy the following equality: (see (7)) where $k_{SO} = (1/N) \sum_{j \in J} k^SO_{j}$. It is worth pointing out that $(\partial f_{\text{cr}}(k)/\partial k)$ is the same for all $j \in J$.

However, it is challenging to find $k_{SO}$ from (7), because (7) has to be satisfied for all $l \in J$ and consequently, $N$ equations have to be solved jointly. To simplify the calculation of $k_{SO}$, let $k_{SO}$ be proportional to the relative channel gain of $j$th CR system such that

$$
k_{SO} = k_{SO}G_{jO}/G_{avg}.
$$

where $G_{avg} = (1/N) \sum_{j \in J} G_{jO}$, i.e. the average channel gain of CR systems. Then, (7) can be rewritten as (see (9)). By using (9), $k_{SO}$ can be found by solving single equation instead of solving $N$ equations jointly. Therefore, the calculation of $k_{SO}$ becomes much easier.

Remark 2: It should be derived that the overall capacity of CR systems is maximised when the number of bands allocated to each CR system is proportional to the relative channel gain of the CR system.

We note that $f_{\text{cr}}(k)$ plays an important role in determining $k_{SO}$. However, it is challenging to derive the exact form of $f_{\text{cr}}(k)$. Therefore, we use an approximation to derive $f_{\text{cr}}(k)$ such that only the effect of a dominant interference source, i.e. the nearest CR system that uses the same band is taken into account in the formulation of $f_{\text{cr}}(k)$. Moreover, we use the simplified path loss model in which the channel gain between two wireless entities separated by $d$ is $\beta(d^{-\alpha})$, where $\beta$ is the path loss constant and $\alpha$ is the path loss exponent [11, 13]. Then, $f_{\text{cr}}(k)$ can be found through the following proposition.

Proposition 2: $f_{\text{cr}}(k)$ can be approximated as

$$
f_{\text{cr}}(k) = \eta(\alpha) k^{-\omega_{\text{cr}}(\alpha)/2},
$$

where $\eta(\alpha) = \beta^2 \Gamma(\alpha (2 + \alpha)/2)$. Moreover, $\Gamma(\cdot)$ is a Gamma function, i.e. $\Gamma(\gamma) = \int_0^\infty t^{\gamma-1} e^{-t} dt$ [11].

Proof: Let the distance between one CR system and its nearest CR system that uses the same band be $d_{\text{min}}$. Since the average number of bands used by each CR system is $k$, the density of CR systems which use the same band, which we denote as $\lambda_{CR}$, becomes $\lambda_{CR} = (Nk/MA)$. In our system model, CR systems are distributed randomly and uniformly. Therefore, the distribution of CR systems can be approximated as a homogeneous Poisson point process [14, 15]. Using this approximation, the probability distribution function (PDF) of $d_{\text{min}}$, $f_{\text{pdf}}(r)$, is described as [14, 15]

$$
f_{\text{pdf}}(r) = 2\lambda_{CR}\pi r e^{-\lambda_{CR}\pi r^2}, 
$$

where $r \in \mathbb{R}^+$.
Algorithm 1 Procedure of Proposed Pricing Scheme

1. Initialize $c$ and $I_{c}^{\perp}$ to their initial values.
2. while $k_{i}^{SO} \neq k_{i}$ for any $i \in \mathcal{N}$ do
3. A geolocation database broadcasts $c$ and $I_{c}^{\perp}$ to CR systems.
4. $i$-th CR system measures $G_{i}$ and sends this information to the database along with a request of $k_{i}$ bands where $k_{i}$ is calculated from (3).
5. The geolocation database allocates the set of bands to each CR system according to its request and also updates $G_{avg}$.
6. CR systems transmit data by using assigned bands and report actual interference measured in the bands to the geolocation database.
7. The geolocation database updates $I_{c}^{\perp}$ and $\eta(\alpha)$ by using the interference information and calculates $k_{i}^{SO}$ from (8) and (14).
8. The geolocation database updates $c$.
9. end while

Let $G_{INT}^{\perp}$ be the expected value of inverse channel gain between the CR system and its nearest interfering CR system. From (11) and the simplified path loss model, $G_{INT}^{\perp}$ is derived as

$$G_{INT}^{\perp} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \beta - 2 \lambda_{CR} r e^{-\lambda_{CR} r^{2}} dr$$

$$= \beta - 2 \lambda_{CR} \pi \int_{0}^{\infty} \alpha \cdot \frac{1}{\pi} e^{-\lambda_{CR} r^{2}} dr$$

$$= \beta - 2 \lambda_{CR} \pi \left( \frac{2 + \alpha}{2} \right) = \frac{\alpha}{1 + \alpha}$$

(12)

where $\alpha = \beta - ((\pi N / M))^{-\alpha/2} \Gamma((2 + \alpha) / 2))$ and $\Gamma(\cdot)$ is a Gamma function [11].

To finalise the derivation of $f_{\alpha - 1}(k)$, the transmission power of the interfering CR system has to be taken into account. Given that the average number of bands used by individual CR systems is $k$, the average transmission power on each band becomes $(P_{k} / k)$.

Therefore, $f_{\alpha - 1}(k)$ is written as

$$f_{\alpha - 1}(k) = \frac{G_{INT}^{\perp}}{(P_{k} / k)}$$

$$= \eta(\alpha) k^{-\alpha/2 - 1},$$

(13)

where $\eta(\alpha) = \beta - 1 (P_{k} / ((\pi N / M))^{-\alpha/2} \Gamma((2 + \alpha) / 2))$.

**Remark 3:** From (10), we observe that as $k$ increases, $f_{\alpha - 1}(k)$ decreases, in other words, the amount of interference in each band increases as the number of bands used by individual CR systems increases. It justifies the necessity for controlling the number of bands used by individual CR systems. Moreover, in practice, the path loss exponent, which is $\alpha$, is in the range $2 \leq \alpha \leq 4$ [13] and consequently, $(1/f_{\alpha - 1}(k))$ which corresponds to the amount of interference in each band, is in o(k), i.e. $(1/f_{\alpha - 1}(k)) \in o(k)$ where o( ) is the little-o notation (h(k) \in o(g(k)) is equivalent to $\lim_{k \to \infty} (h(k) / g(k)) = 0$ [16]). Therefore, the rate of growth of interference by increasing $k$ is slower than linear. Moreover, we note that as $\alpha$ increases, the rate of growth also increases, i.e. the effect of $k$ on interference increases. For example, when $\alpha = 2$, $(1/f_{\alpha - 1}(k)) \approx (1/\eta(2))$ and the interference is constant with respect to $k$; however, when $\alpha = 4$, $(1/f_{\alpha - 1}(k)) \approx (k/\eta(4))$ and the interference increases linearly with $k$.

Based on (10), we can summarise (9) as

$$\frac{e^{\gamma E_{y}(y)}}{y e^{\gamma E_{y}(y) - 1}} = \frac{\pi}{2}$$

(14)

where $y = ((k^{SO})^{\alpha/2}) / (G_{avg} P_{T} \eta(\alpha))$. By using (14), we can easily calculate $k^{SO}$ and accordingly $k_{i}^{SO}$ can be readily derived from (8).

4. **Optimal price of vacant bands**

Now, we are ready to derive the optimal price of band, which we denote as $\hat{c}$, that achieves the maximum overall capacity of CR systems. Let $I_{c}^{\perp} = f_{\alpha - 1}(k^{SO})$, in other words, the information of interference notified by a GD coincides with $f_{\alpha - 1}(k^{SO})$. Then, we can set $\hat{c}$ as follows:

$$\hat{c} = \frac{W \log 2}{\sum_{k \in \mathcal{N}} G_{P} (I_{c}^{\perp})^{\alpha} G_{P} (I_{c}^{\perp})^{-\alpha/2}}$$

$$= \frac{\partial f_{\alpha - 1}(k^{SO})}{\partial k}$$

(15)

We can check that the maximum overall capacity is achieved by using $\hat{c}$ in (15), because the Nash equilibrium in (3) becomes the same with (7) which corresponds to the optimal point for maximising the overall capacity of CR systems.

In the following, we describe the operation of the proposed pricing scheme. Initially, a GD sets price of band, $c$, and inverse of interference and noise, $I_{c}^{\perp}$, to their initial values and announces these values to CR systems. Then, $k$th CR system measures its channel gain, which is $G_{i}$ and $k_{i}$ is calculated from (3) by using $c$ and $I_{c}^{\perp}$ which were notified by the database. After calculating $k_{i}$, the CR system sends a request for $k_{i}$ bands to the database along with the information of $G_{i}$. The GD assigns bands to individual CR systems according to their requests and it also updates $G_{avg}$ by using the information of $G_{i}$. Then, the CR systems transmit data through assigned bands and report actual interference experienced in the bands to the database. Based on the collected information of interference from CR systems, the database updates $I_{c}^{\perp}$ and also updates the value of $\eta(\alpha)$ by using $\eta(\alpha) = f_{\alpha - 1}(k^{SO})^{\alpha/2 - 1}$, where $k^{SO}$ is the average number of bands used by individual CR systems, to adjust channel parameter. Then, the database calculates $k_{i}^{SO}$ from (8) and (14). Finally, the database updates $c$ from (3) based on new $k_{i}^{SO}$ and broadcasts updated $c$ and $I_{c}^{\perp}$ to CR systems. The update iterates until $k_{i}^{SO}$ and $k_{i}$ are the same for all $l \in \mathcal{N}$. The details of proposed algorithm are in Fig. 1.

5. **Performance evaluation**

We evaluate the performance of the proposed pricing scheme in various environments. In performance evaluation, we randomly
individual CR systems, crowded by CR systems, i.e. the amount of inter-system interference, the number of bands used by individual CR systems decreases. It is worth pointing out that without pricing of bands, CR systems can use bands for free and the number of vacant bands, \( N \), varies from 5 to 50. It is due to the fact that the price of band is determined such that the number of bands used by individual CR systems is adjusted to achieve the maximum capacity. When no charging strategy is used, a CR system uses as many bands as possible regardless of the network condition, e.g. the amount of inter-system interference, and accordingly the system capacity deteriorates severely. Moreover, we find that the improvement of capacity afforded by the proposed pricing scheme is large when the amount of inter-system interference is large, i.e. \( M \) is small or \( N \) is large, because the management of band usage of each CR system becomes more effective. Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that the capacity improvement due to the proposed pricing scheme becomes negligible when \( \alpha \) is close to 2, because the amount of interference does not change significantly by adjusting the number of bands used by each CR system, as we have conjectured in the simulation result of Fig. 2. Therefore, our proposed scheme is more appropriate for the environment in which \( \alpha \) is high, e.g. indoor environments.

### 6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the pricing-based distributed spectrum access technique for CR networks with GD, in which the cost of vacant bands is determined to be proportional to the number of bands used by the CR system. As a main result, we analysed the optimal price for the vacant bands to maximise the overall system capacity by modelling the behaviour of CR systems as a non-cooperative game. It was observed that all CR systems certainly try to use vacant bands as many as possible if the price approaches to 0. Extensive simulation results showed that the capacity of CR systems is significantly improved with the proposed pricing-based spectrum management technique.
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